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Abstract 

 
Generating gear grinding is as a method used for hard machining of gearbox gears. It facilitates 

a productive gear manufacturing with tight tolerances regarding surface roughness and 

geometrical accuracy. However, if the grinding is done with incorrect parameters, so called 

grinding burns can arise with consequences such as changes in surface hardness, changes in 

residual stress levels, surface embrittlement and compromised fatigue strength. This thesis 

investigates the gear tooth quality resulting from grinding parameters contributing to an 

improved grinding time. A literature study will cover gear geometries and material, grinding 

wheel properties, influences by grinding parameters and several verification methods.  An 

experimental test will then be used to put four different grinding parameters to the test. 

 

The results showed that an increased cutting speed indicated finer surface roughness and 

increased Barkhausen noise but showed no influence on gear geometry. Increasing both rough 

and fine feed rates resulted in minor increase in geometry deviation but no significant 

difference in surface roughness. Large variations within the different verification method 

results related to grinding burns made it difficult to draw conclusions regarding the 

experimental factors chosen. However, several factors apart from the experimental ones varied 

in the testing were believed to have significant influence, such as the flow of the cooling fluid 

and the amount of retained austenite from the carburizing process. In fact, the trends which 

seemed to be connected to these factors could be seen in both Barkhausen noise analysis, 

hardness measurements and microstructure. 

 

  



 

 
 

  



 

 
 

Sammanfattning 

 
Genererande kuggslipning är en metod som används för hårdbearbetning av 

växellådskugghjul. Metoden främjar produktiv kuggframställning med fina toleranser såsom 

ytfinhet och geometri. Om slipningen utförs med felaktiga slipparametrar kan så kallade 

slipbränningar uppstå och orsaka förändringar i ythårdhet, restspänningar, sprödhet samt 

utmattningshållfasthet. Denna uppsats kommer undersöka kuggtandskvaliteten framtagen 

med slipparametrar som kan bidra till en minskad sliptid. En litteraturstude kommer 

behandla kuggeometrier och kuggmaterial, egenskaper hos slipskivor, slipparametrars 

påverkan och ett antal analysmetoder. Ett praktiskt försök utfördes sedan för  fyra valda 

slipparametrar. 

 

Resultaten visade att ökad skärhastighet talade för förbättrad ytfinhet samt ökat Barkhausen 

brus men visade inte någon påverkan på kuggeometrin. En gemensam ökning av grov och fin 

matning visade en något ökad geometriavvikelse men ingen synlig påverkan på ytfinheten. 

De stora variationerna gällande analysmetoder relaterade till slipbränningar försvårade de 

avslutande slutsatserna gällande de varierade slipparametrarna. Däremot tyder resultaten på 

att flera parametrar utöver testparametrarna hade en väsentlig påverkan. Bland dessa var till 

exempel kylvätskans flöde och mängden restaustenit från sätthärdningen. Trender från ovan-

nämna parametrar kunde urskiljas i flera av analysmetoderna, såsom analys av 

Barkhausenbrus, hårdhetsmätningar och analys av mikrostruktur.  
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NOMENCLATURE  

Rz: Maximum profile height 

Ra: Arithmetical mean deviation of assessed profile 

RMr:  Relative material ratio 

ffα: Profile form deviation 

Ms: Starting temperature for martensite transformation 

Mf: Finishing temperature for martensite transformation 

Tt: Tempering temperature 

Ta: Austenization temperature 

BNA: Barkhausen Noise Analysis 

BN: Barkhausen noise 

XRD: X-ray diffractometry 

PSG: Precision-shaped grains 

Mp: Magneto-elastic parameter 

Rfr: Rough feed rate 

Ffr: Fine feed rate 
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1 Introduction  

Gears have a central role and are of high importance in a wide range of products in including 

automotive products and machine tools [1]. The manufacturing consist of multiple steps 

before the final product is obtained. Soft machining initiates the production flow through 

various cutting methods of the not heat treated steels, such as hobbing, milling or turning. The 

following step is generally a heat treatment used to obtain improved strength, ductility, wear 

resistance, hardness etc., all depending on the application in question [2]. Certain heat 

treatments such as case hardening, often entails distortions and thus a hard finishing of the 

heat treated gear is required, for example through gear grinding [1].  

1.1 About Scania 

Scania is a world leading company in terms of manufacturing and research development 

within sustainable transport such as trucks, busses and engines. 50000 employees are stationed 

within different areas in 100 different countries, among which the transmission department 

(DX) in Södertälje is one of them.  DX produces the gearboxes used in Scania’s trucks and 

busses [3]. This thesis work was executed in association with DX in Södertälje and focused on 

continuous generating grinding of cylindrical gearbox gears. 

1.2 Problem formulation 

The transmission manufacturing at Scania uses generating gear grinding as a method for hard 

machining of gearbox gears. This facilitates a productive gear manufacturing with tight 

tolerances such as surface roughness and geometrical accuracy. However, if the grinding is 

done with incorrect parameters, the temperatures that arises at the contact between the 

grinding wheel and the workpiece might reach levels high enough to affect the material in a 

negative way. A commonly used term for such a thermal damage is grinding burn and the effect 

on the material can be changes in surface hardness, changes in residual stress levels, surface 

embrittlement and compromised fatigue strength [4]. 

1.3 Objectives and goals 

The objective of the thesis was to look into the possibilities of a more productive gear grinding 

process through a reduction of grinding time for a specific gear grinding machine. Therefore, 

the product quality resulting from grinding parameters contributing to an improved grinding 

time will be investigated.  

 

The goal was to analyse the product quality with the motivation to identify interplays and 

relations between input parameters and responses, as well as estimating other possible 

influencing factors. This was to be achieved through a literature study covering current 

grinding parameters and variables, followed by an experimental study where the possible 

improvements were to be put to the test. 
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1.4 Research limitations 

 The thesis was limited to a time period of 20 weeks and to an extent corresponding to 

30 hp. 

 The number of gears to be tested was limited to 200 pieces of case-hardened 92506 steel 

and thus the experiment had to be designed accordingly. 

 The experiment was to be done through continuous generating gear grinding with 

three predetermined grinding wheels chosen by Scania. 

1.5 Research delimitations 

To be able to process both literature survey, experiment and the results within the 20 weeks, 

some delimitations had to be made. Obstacles were encountered throughout both the literature 

survey and the experimental work and were therefore handled consecutively, one by one.  

 

Four input variables were chosen for testing and analysis in this study with the motive to 

obtain an acceptable resolution of the experimental design with the 200 test pieces available. 

Moreover, even though the dressing method and dressing interval affects both performance 

and surface roughness [5], they were excluded from the experiment and the analysis (by being 

kept constant) due to the limited time frame. The same delimitation was made regarding the 

grinding fluid, even though the cooling and lubricating properties of the grinding fluid have 

a large effect on the heat distribution into the workpiece [2]. The same grinding fluid and 

nozzle was used during the whole experiment. 

 

Regarding the verification responses, gear geometry is important. However, based on earlier 

tests and experience [6] the gear geometry response that run the largest probability of being 

affected by grinding in particular is ffα, hence that was to be the only geometry response 

analysed for trends. Remaining geometry results were to be verified according to Scania’s 

requirements only. 

2 Literature survey 

This literature survey will describe the theoretical foundation on which this thesis is built. 

Previous research performed within similar areas has contributed a great deal regarding the 

hypotheses used in the later on implemented experimental study and its layout. 

2.1 The concept of gear grinding 

The abrasive process of grinding differs from other processing methods such as milling and 

drilling in the way that not only one defined cutting edge dominates the process. Grinding is 

instead based on multiple abrasive grains with geometrically undefined cutting edges and 

varying shapes and orientations, all of which contribute to the abrasion [5,7]. The processing 

method is used for different applications but one of the larger and more important areas is the 

precision grinding [7]. As a possible final step in many manufacturing chains, the achievable 

tolerances and the accuracy of precision grinding, contributes to unique sets of properties for 

the final products [8]. Manufacturing of gearbox gears comes with certain requirements, 
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including quiet running, desired life spans and transfer of power. To reach the requirements 

for surface quality, hard finishing has become necessary in order to eliminate material 

distortions. However, generating grinding also shows potential regarding material removal 

rate, making it even more desirable for batch production [9]. 

2.2 Generating gear grinding 

The gear grinding process can be divided into different classes and subclasses (Figure 1), 

describing the continuity and shape of the grinding wheel. Generating grinding is based on 

the interacting motion between grinding wheel and the workpiece, meanwhile profile 

grinding wheels are manufactured to match the geometry of the desired gear directly [2]. 

 

 
Figure 1: Overview of classes and subclasses in grinding [2] 

The most used fine finishing method when it comes to cylindrical gears, is generating gear 

grinding [10]. The high material removal rate in combination with the quality insurance have 

contributed to the replacement of both profile gear grinding and gear honing for production 

of smaller and middle-sized gears [9,11]. The size of the gears to be processed through 

generating grinding, is often limited by the available size of the grinding wheel itself. 

Therefore the modules and diameters of the gear wheels generally result in sizes no larger than 

8-10 mm and 1000 mm respectively [1]. 

 

Even though the penetration angle and module of the workpiece are the factors determining 

the shape and geometry of the grinding wheel in a generating grinding process, but there is 

also an importance in so called strokes and shift movements [1]. A worm grinding wheel used 

for continuous generating grinding can similar to Figure 2 be divided into different sections. 

The different sections are then used for rough and smooth grinding strokes respectively for a 

certain gear wheel [12]. As an example, the first section could be used for the rough grinding 

stroke (larger infeed) meanwhile the fourth section is used for the subsequent smooth stroke 

(smaller infeed). When the next gear is up for grinding, section two is used for the rough stroke 

meanwhile section five is used for the fine stroke [6]. After a certain number of gears, the shift 

ranges will have moved forward, far enough to cause the rough and smooth strokes to overlap. 

Although a new wheel surface is still used for the fine, smooth grinding, the rougher grinding 

is done on the previous smooth grinding wheel surface [12]. 
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Figure 2: Shift sections of a cylindrical worm grinding wheel. 

By using this type of shifting method, the workpiece is continuously exposed to unused 

abrasive grains when being fine grinded, and the grinding wheel is also evenly distributed to 

wear during the machining. When the whole wheel has been used and the abrasive grit has 

been worn down, dressing of the wheel is performed in order to once again obtain new 

sharp cutting edges and to regain the correct grinding wheel topography [13,14].  

2.3 Gear surface and geometry 

In order to determine the quality of a gear surface, international standards are used to define 

specific terms and parameters needed to analyse the surface profile. A surface profile is 

generally chosen out of the active profile shown in Figure 3, so that the normal of the profile 

plane is parallel to the surface and in a direction of interest based on the machining process in 

question. For machining along the flank, a transverse profile analysis might be most suitable 

for example. [15]. 

 

                                                           
Figure 3. Gear tooth profiles and normal sections [16]. 

 

The maximal profile height (Rz) of the can be calculated by analysing specific reference 

lengths. Rz consist of the sum of the largest peak height and deepest valley depth included in 

such a sampling length as shown in Figure 4 [15]. 
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Figure 4: Illustration of reference length containing several peaks and valleys, from which Rz can be identified[15]. 

The arithmetical mean deviation of the assessed profile (Ra) is instead calculated based on the 

absolute values in a reference length according to Figure 5 and equation (1) [15]. 

 

 𝑅𝑎 =
1

𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ
∫ |𝑍(𝑥)|𝑑𝑥

𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ

0

 (1) 

 

 
Figure 5: Illustration of a reference length containing several absolute values Z(x) from which Ra can be identified [15]. 

In addition to Ra and Rz, a way to describe the distribution of heights and valleys throughout 

the surface has been defined where different terms, including relative material ratio and bearing 

ratio, are used in different situations [17]. The relative material ratio (RMr) can be described as 

a percentage of contact length of intersection line and profile, compared to the whole profile 

length. Thus, when lowering the intersection line, the bearing ratio will increase [17]. 
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Figure 6: Relative material ratio curve with evaluation of the intersection between level c and the Abbott-curve [15]. 

The way that generating gear grinding is done, interruption of the grinding through other sub 

processes can be avoided by the use of a separate motor for both gear and grinding wheel. The 

surfaces in the axial direction (along the flanks) are therefore only exposed to a continuous 

grinding motion and instead, the profile form deviation measured in the radial direction 

(across the flank) plays the biggest part regarding maintaining the gear quality, especially with 

an increasing axial infeed [18]. 

 

According to ISO 1328 and, the profile form deviation (ffα) is described as “the distance 

between two facsimiles of the mean second order profile curve, which are placed with constant 

separation from the mean second order profile curve, so as to enclose the measured profile 

over the profile evaluation length La” [19]. ffα can be identified in Figure 7 where the remaining 

points (describing the line of action) are Cf (shows the points marking the profile control), Nf 

(shows the beginning of the active profile), Fa (shows the tip form) and a (which is the tip itself) 

[18]. 

 

 
Figure 7: Illustration of the profile form deviation and other pints describing the line of action. 

2.4 Gear material 

A wide range of different materials have been adopted and used for gear manufacturing, each 

case with a specific set of properties [16]. If plain carbon steels with varying amounts of carbon 

contents or if high alloyed steels are more suitable, depends on multiple factors such as gear 

design, size and service requirements [16]. In common for all gear materials however, is that 

their generally stated mechanical properties are rarely enough, especially when it comes to 
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load carrying capacity. Because of the complex geometry of a gear tooth, the stresses that arise 

under load do not necessarily correspond to the true stresses in the material. Testing of gear 

material properties are therefore more important when being in shape of the gear in its final 

form [20]. 

Note that specific properties, fully specified list of alloying elements and other details 

regarding the steel or the case hardening process used in this thesis are omitted from the report 

according to Scania’s wish, in order not to expose any internal information.  

2.4.1 Carbon steel 

The Fe-Fe3C phase diagram shown in Figure 8 is a common tool used for calculating the 

compositions and phases present in carbon steels. Depending on the carbon content of the 

steel, different microstructural results are obtained from cooling down the material after 

heating, such as ferrite (α), cementite (Fe3C), and perlite [21]. 

 

 
Figure 8: Fe-Fe3C phase diagram illustrating the different microstructure obtained depending in carbon content during 

cooling of steel [21]. 

However, when steel heated to the austenitic region (γ) is rapidly cooled down, the 

circumstances change. Depending on the cooling rate, the atoms have different levels of ability 

to diffuse into desired positions. When quenching a steel from its austenitic region, it causes a 

diffusionless transformation to occur where the carbon atoms gets trapped inside the 

crystallographic structure. Depending on the carbon content of the material, the FCC (face 

centred cubic) austenite transforms into either a supersaturated BCC (body centred cubic) 

structure or a BCT (body centred tetragonal) martensite structure. The larger the amount of 

carbon content in the material, the more pronounced the tetragonal structure, and the higher 

the hardness of the martensite will be [21]. 

 

Figure 9 shows a Time-Temperature-Transformation diagram which is another tool for 

calculating which microstructure will be present depending on quenching time and 

temperature. Ms and Mf marks the start and finishing temperature for the martensitic 

transformation and thus how fast the steel needs to be cooled down to avoid the perlite/bainite 

nose [21]. 
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Figure 9: Time-temperature-transformation diagram for steel with eutectoid steel (TTT diagram), illustrating the which 

temperatures and times are needed to obtain a certain phase when cooling the material [21]. 

The alloying elements present in the material affects both phase diagram and these start and 

finishing temperatures for martensite transformation. It is shown that an increase of both 

carbon and other alloying elements have a significant influence on Ms and Mf [22]. 

2.4.2 Case hardening 

Heat treatment of steels used in gears are done with the purpose both to obtain the material 

properties for the final gear application, such as wear resistance, strength, hardness etc [16]. 

The goal during carburizing is to obtain an increased level of carbon at the surface of the 

workpiece through diffusion of atomic carbon. Generally the carbon concentration is desired 

to be enhanced from 0,15-0,2% in a low alloy- or plain carbon steel, to a level up to 0,7-0,9 %, 

with a depth of several mm. However, the final depth of increased carbon content depends on 

both temperature, treatment time and the surface conditions [17]. All carburizing methods 

include the hardening mechanism of martensitic transformation. A following tempering of the 

martensite results in decreased hardness and strength, but an increase of toughness and 

ductility of the martensitic surface layer while maintaining core properties of the material [17]. 

2.5 Grinding wheel structure 

The grinding properties depends on multiple variables, both regarding process parameters 

and contexture of the grinding wheel itself; including structure of the abrasive grit size, bond 

type and porosity (Figure 10) [5,7]. 
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Figure 10: Overview of a general wheel structure [23]. 

During a grinding process, it is the interaction between the workpiece and the abrasive grit 

that causes the removal of material from the workpiece. In order for the grit to be able to live 

up to its functional requirements, certain material properties are necessary; 

 

 High toughness and hardness is required for both chip formation and maintaining of 

sharp cutting edges [5,7] (note that the hardness in a grinding wheel refers to the ability 

of the bonds in between the abrasive grit to resist breaking, rather than that of an 

indentation [5]). 

 High thermal resistance and conductivity is required for the grit to be able to withstand 

the high temperatures during machining. 

 Chemical resistance is also important in order to prevent reactions with grinding fluids 

or the workpiece [18]. 

 

Several grit materials are used today, both natural and synthetic. The possible areas of 

application depend on the degree of which the requirements above are fulfilled and thus 

which material properties that are present [7]. The most commonly used grit type used today 

is α-aluminum oxide, also called corundum. The main advantage of this material is its price in 

combination with its applicability for grinding of both hardened or unhardened steel [5,18]. A 

general rule is to use corresponding properties for the abrasive grit in the grinding wheel as 

for the workpiece; the harder the workpiece steel, the harder the grit. In the same way; a 

tougher grit is needed for a tougher steel [7]. 

 

Unlike the abrasive grit, the bonds in a grinding wheel do not have any grinding effect. Instead 

the main function of the bonds is to keep the grits together and stable by adhesion until they 

are dulled enough for the grinding process to stay effective. At this point the grit should be 

released and enable new interaction between the workpiece and new, sharp grains [18]. 

 

Depending on the amount of bonds between the abrasive grains, the strength of the grit is 

varied. However, increased strength as a result of an increased amount of bonds, it is done at 

the expense of pore volume [7]. The pores in the grinding wheel structure contribute not only 

to a supply of grinding fluid, but also to a more smooth chip removal which facilitates the 

ability for the wheel to self-sharpen [5]. Therefore it is of high importance to obtain an optimal 

bond/pore ratio in order to maintain both stability and strength [23]. 
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2.6 Self-sharpening effect and general dressing 

An alternative of the classical corundum grit mentioned in chapter 2.5 is Cubitron, which 

consists of sintered corundum crystals. Through this type of manufacturing, the 

microstructure of the grit material will consist of smaller sub microcrystals (> 1μm) and the 

properties will result in a higher level of both strength and process capability to a lower price 

[5,7]. The much smaller microcrystals will then during grinding contribute to micro break-out 

rather than total or macro break-out. The more uniform crumbling of a Cubitron material 

shown in Figure 11 enhances a self-sharpening effect and improves the service life of the wheel 

through a continuous generation of new cutting edges. To be able to continuously form new 

cutting edges, the splittering of the grains need to happen in every workpiece interaction [5]. 

 

 
Figure 11: Difference in splittering between conventional and sintered aluminum oxide respectively [5]. 

However, dressing of the grinding wheel is still necessary to maintain full control over 

grinding performance in terms of both surface finish, cutting forces, temperature at the 

grinding contact and power consumption [20]. This is, for conventional grinding wheels, done 

in several steps by allowing a dressing tool to remove a predetermined amount of worn 

material including artefacts from previous grinding in the radial direction of the wheel. An 

additional step called spark out can also be applied in the dressing routine. In this final step the 

dressing depth is kept unchanged, causing the material amount that is being removed to 

gradually decrease with each spark out and thus a finer topography of the wheel can be 

generated [20]. 

 

Dressers used for grinding wheels with generating profiles are generally of a rotating kind 

consisting of diamond material, where the tool has a profile corresponding but reversed 

compared to that of the grinding wheel. The dressing is then done with a procedure similar to 

the grinding itself, with the difference that the diamond dresser instead is grinding the 

grinding wheel [20]. 

2.7 Thermal damage 

The heat that is generated during a grinding process is an important factor regarding surface 

quality and depends to a great extent on type of interaction between the tool and the 

workpiece. Analysis of energy and heat distribution is based on the different modes of surface 

deformation; cutting, wedge formation (sliding) and ploughing shown in Figure 12 [4,17]. 

Cutting is the mode that is used in machining with single point tools [17]. In grinding however, 
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the mode varies in orientation and (the generally highly negative) rake angle of the abrasive 

grains [24]. In addition, the amount of energy required per unit volume of removed material 

is much higher during grinding compared to other cutting processes [25]. 

 

 
Figure 12: Comparison of different cutting modes a) cutting, b) wedge formation, and c) ploughing [17]. 

The combination of cutting modes during grinding also entails corresponding energy 

consumptions. A common approximation is that the main part of this energy during grinding 

is converted into heat. Since the grinding energy is not only consumed for chip formation but 

also by friction and the penetrated and plastically deformed workpiece (Figure 13), the heat is 

distributed in different ways depending on the interaction between the tool and the workpiece 

[24]. 

 

 
Figure 13: Deformation zones at the interaction [18]. 

When too much heat is transferred to the workpiece and the temperature reaches a critical 

level, the thermal overload can cause several types of surface modifications [1], including 

softening and re-hardening, phase transformations, change in strength and hardness, residual 

tensile stresses etc. [4].  

2.8 Grinding burn definition 

The mechanisms of grinding burns are often related to adhesion of workpiece particles into 

the abrasive grains on the grinding wheel, causing an increase in the force required obtain 

cutting. Furthermore, the adhesion is followed by deteriorated workpiece surface and 

increased grinding wheel wear. However, changes in the force-contact area relationship also 

point towards a variation of grinding mechanisms as results of metallurgical transformations 

[20]. 
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The definition of grinding burns differs depending on application and requirements. One can 

for example distinguish between a re-tempered and a re-hardened surface. The difference is 

based on the temperature range between the tempering temperature (Tt) and the austenization 

temperature (Ta). When heating the surface to a temperature in the range Tt < T < Ta, tensile 

residual stresses arise together with a decrease of hardness [26]. Hardened gears with a 

martensitic surface structure for example, tend to form cementite in near surface layers as a 

result of precipitating of the (unlike martensite) thermodynamically stable phases in the steel 

[21]. However, when the temperature rises above Ta, the material undergoes so called re-

hardening. New untempered martensite is formed and thus the brittle surface holds higher 

risks of cracking [26]. 

 

There are several methods for detecting grinding burns and similar thermal damages from a 

grinding process. Etching, residual stress profiling through x-ray diffraction, micro-hardness 

testing and Barkhausen Noise Analysis (BNA) are a few examples, all of which have both 

advantages and disadvantages. Chemical etching is a standardized method used for detecting 

thermal damage of gear grinding meanwhile BNA is the most used non-destructive method 

[27]. 

2.9 Barkhausen 

BNA is based on observations of the magnetic domains of ferromagnetic materials such as 

ferritic steels, cobalt and nickel. In such an analysis, so called Barkhausen noise (BN) is 

measured through induction according to Figure 14.  

 

 
Figure 14: Generation of barkhausen noise. 

 

The dipoles in the magnetic domains, align in directions of the applied fields and the 

alignment is a function of the magnetic field strength (H) (shown in the bottom right corner in 

Figure 15). Without an applied magnetic field the domains stay randomly orientated [28].  

 

Figure 15 describes the relation between the magnetic flux density (B) and the magnetic field 

strength (H), from which the intensity of BN can be understood. At point Bs in the figure the 

magnetic flux density have reached its saturation point. By changing the direction of the H-

field however, the B-field begins to decrease. Even when the applied magnetic field strength 
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returns to zero at point Br, there are some residual magnetic flux in the material, causing the 

regression of the magnetic density to be delayed to a point Hc where all of the magnetic dipoles 

once again are randomly oriented. 

 

The reason for the hysteresis is that the energy required for movement of the domain walls, is 

affected by texture and pinning effects such as grain boundaries and dislocations. The energy 

jumps required for the domain walls to overcome the pinning sites cause sudden 

magnetization changes in the material. BN is the result of the electrical pulses generated from 

these magnetization changes and the intensity of the noise is directly related to the number of 

pinning sites that is present in the material [28]. BN measurements have been useful in analysis 

of grinding burns because of the relationship between the magnetic barkhausen signal and 

certain pinning sites. The advantage of BNA lays in the fact that pinning sites that affect and 

prevent domain wall motions also have an effect on hardness, stress states and changes in 

microstructure [25]. 

 

 

 
Figure 15: Visualization of magnetic domains with increasing magnetic field strength [28]. 

Research shows that when reaching a tempering temperature where the martensite begin to 

transform, the BN intensity is increased. Therefor a correlation between BN and hardness 

could be established. However, analysis regarding the presence of compressive or tensile 

residual stresses can also be done based on if the BN intensity decreases or increases 

respectively [29]. 

 

The analysed depth during BNA is influenced by several factors such as electrical 

conductivity, magnetic permeability and frequency of the magnetic field which is alternated 

during the process. Generally, the penetration depth can range from 0.01 mm to 1 mm but for 

both detection of grinding burns and heat treatment analysis, the frequency are usually 

adjusted so that an estimated analysing depth is approximately 0.1 mm [29]. 
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2.10 Residual stresses 

Residual stresses of both compressive and tensile character can arise during grinding, affecting 

the behaviour of the material properties. The compressive stresses are often a result of 

mechanical non-uniform plastic deformation at the surface of the workpiece, similar to that of 

shot peening. Residual tensile stresses however, tend to depend on the temperature in the 

material and its variation of expansion at the heated surface compared to the cooler material 

further down [20]. During grinding, thermal expansion will affect the surface layer of the 

material more than it affects the bulk which therefor causes compressive stresses to arise as a 

result of the limited directions for the material to expand in. When exceeding the yield stress, 

plastic deformation will occur (Figure 16). 

 

 
Figure 16: Cross section of a gear material exposed to heat to the surface during grinding, showing thermal expansion 

and plastic deformation of the surface. 

When the surface and subsurface after the grinding process together cool down, tensile 

stresses will arise as a result of the now “shorter” surface layer, which is constrained by being 

bonded to the subsurface (Figure 17) [20]. 

 

 
Figure 17: Cross section of a gear material cooled down after grinding, resulting in residual tensile stresses. 

Residual tensile stresses are considered to have a negative effect on mechanical properties 

(compared to the compressive ones which instead are desirable). Hence, they are usually 

under observation in order to be kept below a certain magnitude, or most preferably to zero 

[20]. 

 

The importance of compressive residual stresses increases with the degree of brittleness of 

materials where strength are in focus. The stresses are then necessary in order to avoid 

cracking and reduction of fatigue strength. Compressive residual stresses are generally related 
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to low material removal rates and reduced grinding temperatures. Alternatively, lower 

specific energies of grinding wheel materials with high thermal conductivity can contribute to 

similar results because of the reduced heat transfer into the workpiece [20].  

 

2.11 X-ray diffraction  

X-ray diffractometry (XRD) is one of the most commonly used methods when identifying 

different types of crystalline structures based on same material composition. The x-rays 

themselves are generated through a high voltage, causing electrons accelerate towards an 

anode where they collide with a metal target, similar to Figure 18. At collision, the kinetic 

energy of the accelerated electron excites an inner shell electron of the anode material, leaving 

a vacancy behind when instead occupying a higher energy level. When an outer shell electron 

fills the vacancy, the difference in energy of the two levels will constitute the specific energy 

of the x-ray emitted from the atom [30]. 

 

 
Figure 18: Description of an X-ray tube construction [30]. 

By using a target made out of a specific material, the x-rays used to bombard the sample will 

consist of a single specific wavelength. As shown in Figure 19, variation of the incident angle 

of the x-ray beam generates a spectrum of diffracted beams, among which the intensity could 

be recorded by a detector. Through analysis of the intensity based on Bragg’s law, information 

about the crystal structure and the crystallographic planes used to diffract the x-ray beam can 

be obtained [30].  
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Figure 19: Set up of an X-ray diffractometer [30]. 

The relation between lattice parameters and the intensity of the diffracted x-ray beam 

generates a possibility of analysing several factors affecting crystalline structure of samples, 

including residual stresses [30]. Depending on if compressive or tensile residual stresses are 

present in the sample, the bonds between the atoms in the effected crystallographic planes are 

either stretched out or compressed, meaning that the spacing between the planes are affected 

as well. By analysing the diffracted beams through Bragg’s law (see equation (2)) which relates 

the crystallographic spacing with the wavelength and the incident angle, changes in the 

spacing and thus residual stresses can be detected [30]. 

 𝑛λ = 2d sinθ (2) 

2.12 Effect of process variables  

The compromising between productivity and quality is a difficult task in grinding [26]. 

Because of the complexity of the contact conditions in combination with  the limited 

knowledge about parameter interactions during the generating gear grinding, the majority of 

the current research regarding the optimal process parameters as a set is generally based on 

earlier empirical studies [10]. Individual grinding parameters however have recently been 

studied with the purpose to understand their effects on different properties and have also 

shown to have significant impact on both surface roughness, residual stresses and hardness 

[31,32].  

2.12.1 Feed rate 

An increase of the material removal rate as a combination of infeed and feed rate do contribute 

to a higher productivity, but it also has a negative effect on the surface and the thermal stresses 

[18]. The reasons for this behaviour are based on the increased magnitudes of the loads that 

are subjected to each abrasive grain. The higher loads in combination with the subsequent 

increased grinding temperature have a significant impact on the grinding wheel wear and 

hence the quality of the grinded workpiece surface [31]. 
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2.12.2 Cutting speed 

As a central factor affecting the final surface of the gear, the cutting speed in a grinding process 

is of high importance [33]. Research show that an increasing cutting speed is followed by a 

decreasing roughness as a result of a lower ploughing height when more abrasive grains are 

enabled to contribute to the interaction [31]. The cutting speed can be adapted (increased) in 

order to enable reduction of cutting depth, cutting forces and hence the mechanical stresses 

applied to the abrasive grains [31]. However, with the subsequently improved surface quality 

from the increased cutting speed, thermal stresses increases a result of a higher wear rate of a 

conventional grinding wheel [18].  

2.12.3 Abrasive grit material, shape and grain size 

Cubitron, or sintered corundum, is manufactured in such a way where a fine paste is pressed 

or a compacted material is granulated just below the melting temperature. A high strength can 

be found in these materials as a result of the fine crystal size, which also enhances a controlled 

wear of the grinding wheel. Generally, the abrasive grains of sintered corundum material have 

rounder shapes [7,20]. However 3M, who is a supplier of grinding wheels for precision 

grinding and finishing, have developed a new generation of abrasive grit based on sintered 

aluminum oxide [5]. The main feature of this generation is the result of the very precise 

geometrical shape of triangular grains. Not only is the grain size for the precision-shaped grain 

(PSG) twice as large, but  they are also identical in shape throughout the grit compared to 

earlier conventional, randomly shaped grits (Figure 20) [23]. 

 

 
Figure 20: Comparison between conventional sintered aluminium oxide to the left, and precision-shaped, triangular 

grains to the right [5]. 

The idea behind the triangular shape was mainly to obtain a higher productivity by 

minimizing the elastic and plastic deformation zones that normally initiate the chip formation. 

The pressure that otherwise is put on the workpiece by a conventional abrasive grain, does 

generally not correspond to cutting force needed to obtain clean cutting due to the round shape 

of the grain (Figure 21). As a result of the larger forces needed, the amount of heat conducted 

into the workpiece during the deformation is much larger compared to the PSG [23]. 
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Figure 21: Clarification of PSG deformation zones [23]. 

As mentioned in chapter 2.7, the cutting mode during the grinding interaction has a large 

influence on the amount of heat conducting into the workpiece. There have been several 

presented models and descriptions of how these deformation phases contributes to the chip 

formation to different extends, but also spatial case studies have been done to observe 

influencing factors including grain shape and orientation. Analysis on the grain shape in 

particular have also showed a significant influence. Using a grinding wheel consisting of a 

smaller grain size, it will generate narrower scratches and therefore a smoother surface [34]. 

 

Nanowin, which is a different type of mineral used by 3M, contribute with properties such as 

the ability to prevent smearing of the workpiece material onto the tool. The lesser amount of 

smeared chips on the grinding wheel entails possibilities for an improved dressing interval 

but it also decreases the risk of grinding burns. Another main strength is the high quality 

regarding the resulting surface and profile of the grinded article [35]. 

2.12.4 Cooling fluid 

The main role of a grinding fluid is cooling and lubricating the contact area during the grinding 

but it also prevents corrosion of the machined workpiece surface. To obtain an efficient cooling 

of the contact area between work piece and grinding wheel, there is a need for proper ratio 

between cutting speed and coolant velocity in combination with alignment of the fluid and 

shape of the nozzle [36]. These factors tend to have a sufficient impact on whether or not the 

coolant manage to enter the grinding zone or if the coolant momentum reaches levels high 

enough to flood the grinding zone. In addition, undercooling of a partly flooded grinding zone 

might also lead to thermal damage in the dry section. Studies have shown that there are certain 

fluid velocities relative the cutting speed which facilitates the cooling effect through uniform 

filling of the grinding zone during cylindrical grinding [36]. 

3 Experimental testing method 

The experimental study was executed with two objectives, of which the first was to test and 

confirm the theoretical effect of varying certain process parameters during generating gear 

grinding. The second objective was to obtain response data and specific values on which an 

interpretation of the main effects on the gear quality for the specific test wheels could be based.  
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For all three grinding wheels, the shift interval during grinding was (similar to the mode used 

in production) set to cover four pieces before the overlap of the grinding wheel surfaces used 

for rough and smooth grinding become a critical factor. If using Figure 2 as a reference, the 

rough stroke for the first test piece was performed on section one in and the smooth stroke for 

the same test piece was done in section four. For every new piece, the strokes shifted to a new 

section and thus the fourth piece was believed to run a larger risk of altering the requirements 

since the rough stroke began to overlap the smooth one. Every fourth piece were treaded 

accordingly to the increased risks and were analysed through BNA, surface roughness and 

gear teeth geometry measurements. After each series of four pieces, the grinding wheel was 

redressed in order to obtain the same wheel condition for the next set of parameter 

combination to be tested. 

3.1 Design of experiment 

In Scania’s day to day manufacturing, multiple parameters are rarely changed simultaneously 

in order to correct for smaller deviations. Instead, the corrections are made by changing one 

factor at a time until the results are within the tolerances. Even though these smaller 

corrections might lead to approved pieces and perhaps even shorter grinding times, there are 

interplays that are not taken into account but still has potential to improve the outcomes.  

3.2 Choice of response variable 

The response variables were chosen to relate as closely as possible to the purpose of the 

experiment in order to obtain the most distinct results. Finally, the response choice was 

affected by the knowledge of which measurements that could be included in daily verifications 

of the product quality. Thus, the choice of response variables could also facilitate upcoming 

follow ups of the experiment. 

 

The first response variables were related to the surface roughness and consisted of an average 

value of Ra, Rz and R Mr. Gear teeth geometry quality in terms of ffα was analysed as well 

because of the probability of getting affected by the grinding process in particular. All chosen 

surface parameters were both continuous and measurable but also an expressed requirement 

regarding the quality.  

 

As described in chapter 2.7, there are several methods that can be used for analysis when it 

comes to grinding burns. However, the only method approved by Scania’s technical regulation 

was chemical etching which should be done according to ISO 14104. Because of the destructive 

and ungainly properties of macro etching as a verification method, focus instead lied on BNA 

in order to review the grinded pieces and to act as a pointer for the pieces in need of confirming 

analysis through additional verification. 

 

Furthermore, residual stresses, hardness and microstructure were to be examined in addition 

to macro etching.  
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3.3 Choice of experimental factors 

The decision making regarding which factors that were most suitable for analysing, was based 

on a categorization into three groups; impacting on response variables, measurability and 

controllability. The impact on the response variables is required for the factor to be interesting 

to analyse, meanwhile measurability and controllability are crucial from an experimental 

perspective; when it comes to possible layouts and setting of parameter levels. Factors 

included in all three groups were then considered for the experiment. 

 

The grinding wheel type including grain size and the combination of abrasive grit- and 

bonding material was a factor which fulfilled all three groups and were the first parameter 

chosen as an experimental factor based on requests from Scania. Three different types of 

wheels with a variation of grain size and grit type were included in the tests.  

 

Feed rate was another factor considered suitable as an experimental factor, mainly because of 

its distinct impact on the material removal rate and thus also the grinding time. It could be 

measured throughout the grinding and was controllable for setting to desired level. In 

addition to the large impact in the grinding time, the feed rate also affects the surface quality. 

Furthermore this effect generates an interest in including settings for both rough and smooth 

strokes in the experiment to obtain the optimal combination of time saving and product 

quality.   

 

Similar to the federate, the cutting speed was included in the three categories as well, although 

the effect of this factor is not related to the grinding time directly. In order to challenge the 

grinding time within a certain range of feed rates, the cutting speed was considered necessary 

as an experimental factor as a compensator.  

3.4 Experimental layout 

When composing the experimental layout, several advantages and disadvantages were 

considered regarding the different designs suitable for the calculated maximum number of 

combinations.  

 

To ensure that the tests were not only to cover the effect of changing one factor at a time, but 

also the outcome of possible interplay between two or more process parameters, the 

experiment was designed so that all combinations of the levels for all chosen factors were 

investigated. This way, the strongest affecting factors and clarity regarding the set of 

parameters for optimal responses could be determined. 

 

The limited number of test articles in combination with the overlap effect during the grinding 

were the main restrictions. Hence, the possible number of combinations (if all test pieces were 

planned to be used in the experiment) for each grinding wheel could be calculated according 

to equation (3). 

 

 𝑁𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 =
𝑁𝑇𝑒𝑠𝑡 𝑝𝑖𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑠 𝑎𝑣𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒

(𝑁𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑔𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑙𝑠  ∙ 𝐾𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑙𝑎𝑝)
= 19,58 (3) 
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Based on Ncombinations, several layouts were considered with respect to the chosen 

experimental factors; rough feed rate, fine federate and cutting speed. With test pieces enough 

for covering 19.58 combinations per grinding wheel, the number of levels for the chosen factors 

could be the following; 

 

 2 ∗ 2 ∗ 2 = 8 < 19,58 (4) 

 2 ∗ 2 ∗ 3 = 12 < 19,58 (5) 

 2 ∗ 2 ∗ 4 = 16 < 19,58 (6) 

 2 ∗ 3 ∗ 3 = 18 < 19,58 (7) 

 

The more levels that are tested in the design, the safer and more accurate the result will be. 

However, it must be taken into account that with a limited number of test pieces, one also need 

to calculate for unexpected events during the tests which might not be usable when analysing. 

Thus, in order to have enough backup pieces in case errors and mistakes, equation (6) with 16 

series consisting of two, two and four levels were chosen for the layout.  

3.5 Factor levels 

The numeric levels for each experimental factor were mainly chosen based on previously 

performed tests and levels used in production. Focus was also on setting levels far enough 

apart to obtain clear differences in the results, but also close enough to each other to be realistic 

and useful when used in production.  

 

The three grinding wheels used in the experiment consisted of different combinations of grain 

size and grit material which is shown in Table 1. 

 
Table 1: Overview of grinding wheel properties varied in the experiment 

Grinding wheel Grain size Grit material 

A Large grain size Precision shaped + white corundum 

B Small grain size Precision shaped + white corundum 

C Small grain size Precision shaped + nanowin 
 

 

As described earlier, the experimental factors chosen to vary during grinding with each 

grinding wheel were rough feed rate, fine federate and cutting speed. A difference in today’s 

feed rate for rough and fine strokes respectively caused interest in investigating different 

combinations during the tests as well. Based on the possible combinations of levels, the rough 

feed rate was chosen to be tested at four levels based on the significant effect on grinding time. 

For fine federate and cutting speed, two levels for each factor were chosen. In following part 

of the report, the test pieces will be referred to according to Table 2. The number (clarifying 

the factor levels for feed rates and cutting speed) will be followed by a letter referring to the 

grinding wheel specified in Table 1. 
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Table 2: Overview of factor levels chosen for each grinding parameter and used for each grinding wheel 

Test piece 
Rough feed rate (rfr) 

(mm/min) 

Fine feed rate (ffr) 

(mm/min) 

Cutting speed 

(m/s) 

1 125 115 60 

2 125 115 70 

3 125 160 60 

4 125 160 70 

5 160 115 60 

6 160 115 70 

7 160 160 60 

8 160 160 70 

9 190 115 60 

10 190 115 70 

11 190 160 60 

12 190 160 70 

13 225 115 60 

14 225 115 70 

15 225 160 60 

16 225 160 70 
 

 

The factor levels were chosen with certain points taken into account, such as currently used 

levels, recommendations from the grinding wheel supplier and hypotheses mentioned in the 

theory regarding effects on surface quality with precision shaped grains compared to for 

example plain corundum wheels. 

3.6 Randomization 

In order to minimize influences of non-controllable factors during the testing, the tests were 

not executed according to the order stated in Table 2, but were instead randomized within 

each grinding wheel. Due to the limited time frame, this block design was considered 

necessary, meaning that all tests for one grinding wheel was completed before the next was 

used. To include grinding wheel type in the randomization would cause the testing to exceed 

the time frame due to the rigging time of the wheels in the grinding machine. 

4 Analysing methods 

When analysing the gear quality in terms of surface roughness and gear geometry, results 

consisting of discrete values could be obtained from each measurement. Regarding the 

examination of thermal damage, results in terms of discrete values could not be obtained, but 

were to be complied by analysis of graphs, diagrams and visual observation. The extent to 

which the test pieces were examined through the different surface measuring methods, was 

based on the experience regarding influence from the varying grinding parameters as well as 

the time available for executing the measurements. 
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Because of the availability during daily production, BNA was chosen to be the used as a 

screening tool and thus it was run on all test pieces. Based on the results, four specific trends 

were to be further and more thoroughly examined by x-ray diffraction for confirmation of the 

findings from the BNA. The combination of the BNA and XRD analysis were then used to 

make a suitable choice of final analysis through hardness, microstructure and etching. 

4.1 Barkhausen noise analysis 

After grinding, every fourth piece were then cleaned and prepared for measurements starting 

with BNA. The measuring was based on a setup where six evenly distributed gear teeth out of 

the total 42 on each wheel were chosen to be analysed according to Figure 22. 

 

 
Figure 22: Barkhausen noise measurement setup. 

Barkhausen noise was measured on both left and right flank of the teeth, and also on eight 

different heights on each flank, from the root of the tooth gap to the top. From here on these 

heights will be referred to as trace or path one to eight where trace one is the one closest to the 

root and trace eight is the one closest to the top of the tooth. The sensor was transferred along 

the flank according to the lines in Figure 23, traveling from the bottom of the wheel to the top, 

registering 211 measurement points during the way. This measuring direction was kept 

constant throughout all measurements. 
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Figure 23: Zoomed in view of the eight sensor paths analysed in BNA. 

A noise reference was set to 50 mp based on previous tests and experience regarding initiation 

of thermal damage for the article and its material. The result was then to be a pointer towards 

on which trace and over which measurement points the possible grinding burns might have 

occurred. To increase the validity of the measurements, three random test pieces were 

measured twice in order to ensure stability of the noise. The BNA was done on the fourth test 

piece in each series. 

4.2 Surface roughness 

The surface roughness measurements were done with a perthometer where Ra, Rz and RMr 

was measured. For each test piece, the cantilever was transferred across the flank, unlike the 

BN measurements where the sensor was transferred along the flank. The setup is shown in 

Figure 24. 
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Figure 24: Surface measurement setup. 

Initially, a pre-run of measurements was done on a test piece to determine the adequacy of 

only one measurement at the centre of the flank representing the whole flank surface. The 

result was based on an average value of measurements on three different flanks and can be 

seen in Figure 25. Differences could be found in a range of 10 percent of each response 

tolerance, although with a dominating difference within Rz responses and between centre and 

top flank measurements. Thus, for Rz responses resulting in the top 20% of the tolerance range, 

an additional measuring was done at the top area of the flank in order to minimize the risk of 

leaving out possible exceeding of the tolerance limit. Responses closer to the lower tolerance 

limit was considered to be less critical because of the subsequent machining process of shot 

peening, which would increase the surface roughness back into a desired range. 

 

 
Figure 25: Comparison of Ra, Rz and RMr values for the different flank areas. 
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Aside from the pre-run and thus the additional subsequent measurements based on values 

close to the tolerance limit, three gear teeth on each piece were measured at the centre on both 

right and left flank, according to Scania’s guide lines. After the measurements, the tolerance 

requirements were then reviewed for all individual measurements. 

4.3 Gear geometry 

The gear teeth geometry was verified against tolerances for each test piece and for several gear 

parameters, including evaluation of both profile and helix responses. However, a comparison 

of the results was to be done only for ffα, due to the larger probability of grinding parameter 

influence. Since ffα is a profile response, the measurements were done in a direction across the 

flank, as centred as possible.  

4.4 Residual stresses through X-ray diffraction (XRD) 

The residual stress measurements were made on 4 different test piece samples, based on the 

Barkhausen results. Different collimator diameters were used depending on the size of the 

area to be examined and because of the blocking of photons when decreasing the collimator 

size, the exposure time was adjusted accordingly in order to obtain the same conditions. 

Depending on the number of Barkhausen paths lying next to each other that were of interest, 

a collimator diameter of 1 or 3 mm was used in order to obtain information only from the area 

of interest. A corresponding exposure time of 45 and five seconds respectively was used to 

correct for the blocked photons. For each measurement done, an additional measurement was 

done to observe the background radiation affecting the measuring which was then to be 

subtracted from the measurement. 

 

For each sample, the residual stresses were measured in directions both along the flank (axial 

direction of the gear) and across the flank (radial direction of the gear). In addition, 5 tilt angles 

were used between 90 and 45 degrees for the software to calculate the residual stresses parallel 

to the surface. 

 

A depth profile of the residual stresses was obtained through measuring on seven different 

depths; surface level and a depth of 0.01, 0.02, 0.04, 0.07, 0.1 and 0.15 mm respectively. In 

between each measurement, material was therefore removed through electro polishing where 

the electrolyte was pumped onto the sample surface. By applying a voltage for a 

predetermined time range, a desired amount of material could then be removed. 

 

Two of the four test pieces that were analysed through XRD were also etched according to ISO 

standard 14104 [37]. The main purpose of the etching was to confirm common trends from 

Barkhausen and XRD and to draw standard supported conclusions about the possible thermal 

damage. Procedure type two described in ISO 14104 was used, meaning that the whole piece 

was dipped into one nitric and one hydrochloric acid with a water cleaning in between. The 

test pieces were chosen based on the differences between the Barkhausen noise results in 

combination with the residual stresses obtained by the XRD analysis.  
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4.5 Vickers hardness measurement 

A Vickers hardness measurement series was to be done at the test piece showing the most 

promise regarding notable hardness changes between different traces on the same flank. A 

BNA result where a single trace significantly deviated from the rest was considered a valid 

motivation for hardness analysis. 

 

According to Scania’s standards, surface hardness is measured at a depth of 0.1 mm for 

evaluation after carburizing. After grinding however, the depth affected includes layers closer 

to the surface as well. Therefore there was a motivation of placing the indentations closer to 

the surface and thus closer to the eventual thermal damage. A surface distance (depth) of 60 

µm was chosen as a constant depth for all measurements. 

 

To be able to analyse the difference between traces, a profile was prepared along the surface 

covering all eight traces. Around trace eight, the points were separated by 0,2 µm meanwhile 

the remaining measurements were done with a spacing of 0,5 µm. 

4.6 Microstructure analysis 

The microstructure was to be analysed through a light microscope for two pieces, one of which 

showed the highest BN, residual stresses or thermal damage trough etching and the second 

piece as a follow up after the hardness measurements. The samples was prepared through 

cleaning and nital etching in order to obtain a better microstructural contrast easier to 

interpret. During the analysis retained austenite, tempered areas and eventual white layers of 

newly generated martensite was to be examined. 

5 Results 

This chapter will cover the results from each analysing step. It will also point out the trends 

and findings from each method on which the choice was based regarding which pieces were 

to be taken further on to following analysing methods. 

5.1 Barkhausen 

The plotted BN for each grinded series can be seen in Appendix A. Notice that the spikes 

reaching outside the plot scale are considered to be caused by dirt on the sample rather than 

as a result of decreased hardness or residual stresses. When observing the plots, they show 

that the lower level of BN generally lies on a magneto-elastic parameter (mp) ranging from 30 

to 35 for all pieces. Based on Scania’s previous testing and experience regarding the material 

in question, this level is considered as a normal BN level. 

 

When analysing and comparing the plots over all, almost all test pieces exceeds the reference 

limit at 50 mp for the right flank, unlike the left flank where the majority of the pieces are 

below the reference limit. A common trend for the majority of the pieces (also illustrated in 

Figure 26) is the increased level of noise for the right flank compared to the left, as well as a 
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significant increase of BN at the end of the trace (to the right in the figures), meaning at the top 

of the gear wheel compared to the bottom.   

 

 
Figure 26: Barkhausen noise comparison between left (to the left) and right flank (figure to the right) of piece 8A (rfr: 160 

mm/min, ffr: 160 mm/min, cutting speed: 70 m/s). 

When isolating specific paths one by one and comparing them to remaining seven paths, it is 

shown that path eight is the one causing the highest peak for a majority of the pieces. This 

increase most often occurs between measure point 150 and 175. An illustration of isolation of 

path eight can be seen in Figure 27. 

 

  
Figure 27: Barkhausen noise comparison between paths in test piece 8A (rfr: 160 mm/min, ffr: 160 mm/min, cutting 

speed: 70 m/s), right flank. 

An additional trend can be seen among the right flank results for pieces grinded with the 

small-grained wheels (B and C) compared to the large-grained wheel (A). This is an increase 

of intensity, not only for path eight but for all paths at the end of the trace. For the cubitron 

material (wheel B), this tendency occurs at higher rough feed rates only. An example of this 

appearance is shown in Figure 28. 

 
Figure 28: End peak of noise intensity, test piece 6C (rfr: 160 mm/min, ffr: 115 mm/min, cutting speed: 70 m/s). 
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The maximum BN intensity reached was 57 mp for test piece 15B along trace eight, which is 

shown in Figure 29. Apart from trace eight, the majority of the remaining traces were below 

50 mp although with a collective increase of intensity at the end of the traces. 

 

 
Figure 29. Maximal peak height, test piece 15B (rfr: 225 mm/min, ffr: 160 mm/min, cutting speed: 70 m/s). 

A significant difference between the BN for trace eight compared to the remaining ones can be 

identified every now and then throughout the test series for all three grinding wheels. For test 

piece 11B especially, the gap stands out both in height and width. A comparison of the two 

most nearby traces are shown in Figure 30. 

 

  
Figure 30: Isolation of the two nearby traces 7 and 8 on the right flank in test piece 11B (rfr: 190 mm/min, ffr: 160 

mm/min, cutting speed: 60 m/s). 

In the BNA result from test piece 14C, nearly no peaks exceeded the noise reference level. 

However, an increased trace eight intensity and a collective noise increase at the trace end still 

occur, meaning that similar trends and events occur for these grinding parameters as well, 

although not to the same extent. Worth noticing for this plot is the shift in maximum intensity 

from trace eight to trace one at the trace end. 
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Figure 31: Isolation of trace 1 (blue) & 8 (green) within test piece 14C (rfr: 225 mm/min, ffr: 115 mm/min, cutting speed: 

70 m/s), showing trends similar to previous pieces although at a lower collective intensity. 

A large variation of appearances can be seen when observing the right flank results. However, 

no obvious relations to the grinding parameters could be found.  

 

For the left flank results for all three grinding wheels, a slightly increased BN can be 

distinguished among several rough feed rates for both increasing cutting speed and increasing 

fine feed rate. An example of these trends are clarified in Figure 32. 

 

 
Figure 32: Illustration of increased BN when increasing cutting speed or fine feed rate. The bottom two images show an 

increased fine feed rate and the two right images show an increased cutting speed.  

5.2 Surface roughness and material ratio 

For all three surface parameters, Ra, Rz and RMr, a mean value for both left and right flank 

was calculated based on the three measured teeth on each gear wheel. The mean values were 

then plotted as a function of rough feed rate for the two cutting speeds with different plots for 

the two different levels of fine feed rates. 
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The plots of the surface roughness results are shown in Appendix B where the y-axes is 

recalculated from the actual values of the responses to a percentage ranging from the lower to 

the upper tolerance limit. Thus, the 0-value on the y-axis corresponds to a response value 

located on the very bottom tolerance limit, meanwhile, a 100-value corresponds to the very 

top tolerance limit. The scatter points mark out the specific values for each test piece and trend 

lines were drawn for each cutting speed as well to facilitate a comparison of the two cutting 

speeds.  

 

When observing the plots, it is shown that none of the factor combinations resulted in a surface 

roughness higher than the upper tolerance limit. However, a few of the measured Ra-values 

fell short of the lower tolerance, all of which were grinded with a lower fine feed rate. Worth 

noticing is that these series are all limited to the small grained grinding wheels B and C. This 

trend is continued for both Ra, Rz which is further clarified in Figure 33. RMr shows a 

corresponding higher percentage for smaller grain size, which can be seen in the same figure. 

The average Ra and Rz for the large grained wheel also reveals a minor increase. 

 

  

 

Figure 33: Influence of grinding wheel grain size on Ra, Rz and RMr illustrated by average measurements of grinding wheel A and B. 

When comparing the different grinding wheel materials, no significant influence could be 

identified on either Ra, Rz or RMr which is shown in Figure 34. 
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Figure 34: Influence of grinding wheel material on Ra, Rz and RMr illustrated by average measurements of grinding wheel 
B and C. 

When observing the figures in Appendix B, an almost continuous trend is the decreased Ra 

and Rz values for increased cutting speed. Regarding the feed rate, no significant trends are 

visible among any of the surface measurements. 

5.3 Gear geometry 

The gear geometry results showed minimal influence of both federate, cutting speed and 

grinding wheel properties and all results were within the tolerance range which can be seen 

in Figure 35. For a lower cutting speed, the average ffα value showed an increase of deviation 

only for the fine grained wheels B and C. For an increased cutting speed only grinding wheel 

B showed an increased deviation. 
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Figure 35: Influence of increasing feed rate on profile deviation. Left image shows results for a cutting speed of 60 m/s 

and the right image for 70 m/s. 

5.4 Residual stresses 

Based on the different trends found in the BNA, four test pieces and five flank areas in total 

were chosen for further residual stress analysis. For each flank area, residual stresses were 

measured both along the flank (axial direction) and across the flank (radial direction). Among 

the chosen pieces for XRD analysis, the BN values varied between 37.5 and 54,9 mp. According 

to previous testing of the same material, these BN measurements were considered to range 

from a normal to well above the risk for thermal damage.  

 

The results, which can be seen in Appendix C, are the residual stresses plotted as depth profiles 

from surface level down to a depth of approximately 0.15 mm with corresponding BN-plot 

showing the analysed cross section. All plots showed similar appearances even though the 

profiles and the stress levels vary from piece to piece. Generally, stresses in the axial direction 

keeps a higher level than those in the radial direction. This trend is kept throughout all pieces 

except for test piece 11B at trace eight, where the radial and axial line instead overlap each 

other from a depth of 70 µm and below. Another clear trend (also shown in Figure 36) kept 

throughout all pieces but one is the increase of stresses in both directions when comparing the 

very surface to a depth of 10 µm. At this depth, all pieces except for test piece 15B had their 

maximum stress level. Piece 15B instead shows the highest peak at the very surface. 
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Figure 36: Characteristic appearance of residual stress plot with an increased stress intensity at a depth of 10 µm. 

Figure 37 illustrate the residual stresses at the very surface in both radial and axial direction 

for all analysed pieces. The measurements are plotted as a function of BN and show a clear 

linear relation between the BN and the residual stress. Another observation is that the BN 

value where the stress is compressive (negative sign) or tensile (positive sign) depends on 

direction. The linear regressions also reveal a slightly steeper increase for the axial compared 

to the radial stresses for higher BN.  

 

 

Figure 37: Residual surface stresses in both axial and radial direction. 
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5.5 Vickers hardness measurement 

The hardness measurements were done with a load of 1000 grams on test piece 11B. The cross 

section was made at the centre of the increased BN area for trace eight. The hardness values 

are plotted as percentage of the tolerance limit versus x-values in terms of distance measured 

from the chamfer at the tooth top. The results had large differences in their appearances, which 

can be seen in Figure 38. 

 

When measuring with a load of 1000 grams, none of the measurements show a hardness 

outside the tolerance limits, however, the first three indentations are slightly lower than the 

remaining. For trace one to seven, which according to both the BNA and the XRD results 

remained within a normal range, a hardness average of 57.2 % could be calculated. No obvious 

increasing or decreasing trends are visible among these traces, however, a variation of 

approximately 28% could be observed. The indentations surrounding trace eight correspond 

to a lower hardness average which is shown mainly by the first three measurements closest to 

the tooth top (marked in red). 

 

 
 

Figure 38: Hardness test with a 1000 g load, showing the hardness as a percent of the tolerance range as a function of 
distance from the tooth top for test piece 11B (rfr: 190 mm/min, ffr: 160 mm/min, cutting speed: 60 m/s). 

5.6 Microstructure 

The microstructure of piece 11B was analysed as a complement to the previous verification 

methods in order to visually interpret the differences between several areas, bulk versus 

surface layer as well as trace eight compared to the remaining. Scania’s internal standards was 

used as reference during the microstructural analysis. A grey scale variation of martensite 
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colouring was observed, not only microstructural changes. All observations were made in 

collaboration with experts in the lab after nital etching of the samples. 

 

Figure 39 shows a 100x magnification of the flank cross section surrounding trace eight. The 

indentations shown in the same figure are numbered according to the hardness measurements 

where number one is the first one placed at the very top of the cross section which also can be 

seen to the far left in the hardness diagram. Around indentation five, an indication of thermal 

damage in terms of tempered martensite can be distinguished based on the darker colour of 

the martensite microstructure. 

 

 
Figure 39: 100x magnification of five first indentations surrounding trace eight, test piece 11B (rfr: 190 mm/min, ffr: 160 

mm/min, cutting speed: 60 m/s). 

Figure 40 shows an isolation of indentation number four, five and six, where the tempered 

martensitic structure becomes even clearer, hence length and depth measurements were 

doable. The depth of the darkened martensite was measured to 32 µm. However, the depth of 

the tempered martensite compared to the depth of the hardness indentations, shows a nearly 

non-existent interplay since they don’t seem to overlap. 
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Figure 40: 200x magnification of an area with thermally affected martensite, test piece 11B (rfr: 190 mm/min, ffr: 160 

mm/min, cutting speed: 60 m/s). 

Figure 41 shows the area surrounding only indentation five with a magnification of 500x. Even 

though the small depth of field blocks out the focus of larger parts of the image, a clear white 

layer can be seen at the surface, indicating re-hardened martensite. 

 

 
Figure 41: 500x magnification of indentation number five and a white layer of re-hardened martensite at the surface, test 

piece 11B (rfr: 190 mm/min, ffr: 160 mm/min, cutting speed: 60 m/s). 

Test piece 15B showed the most significant indication for thermal damage during BNA due to 

the increased BN intensity, but also during the XRD measurements based on the level of tensile 

stresses at the very surface. 
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For a magnification of 100x, a slightly darker surface layer could be seen around trace eight 

for this test piece as well. The depth of the thermal damage localized to trace eight was 

measured to approximately 66 µm. 

 

Figure 42 and Figure 43 are zoomed in views of the surface on test piece 15B, showing white 

layers of re-hardened martensite within the dark tempered martensite. 

 

 
Figure 42: Longer stripe of re-hardened martensite localized to trace eight on test piece 15B (rfr: 225 mm/min, ffr: 160 

mm/min, cutting speed: 60 m/s). 

 
Figure 43: Two shorter stripes of re-hardened martensite localized to trace eight on test piece 15B (rfr: 225 mm/min, ffr: 

160 mm/min, cutting speed: 60 m/s). 

A visual analysis of the amount of retained austenite was done as well, comparing both 

different areas of the flank and the same area of two different test pieces. The top two images 

in Figure 44 can be used to point out a slightly increased amount of retained austenite on the 

areas closer to the chamfer (left image) compared to the area further down on the flank (right 

image) on piece 11B by comparing the amount of microstructure shown in white. The bottom 

two images illustrate the more significant difference between the chamfer on piece 11B (left 

image) compared to the same region on test piece 15B (right image). In addition to the visual 

analysis, the material composition was calculated in terms of percentage of retained austenite 

at the chamfer for piece 11B and 15B. The composition was confirmed trough a residual 

austenite analysis made in XRD where the level was measured to 39,0% for piece 11B and 

30,6% for piece 15B. 
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a 

 
b 

 
c 

 
d 

Figure 44: Illustration of differences in the amount of retained austenite (shown in white in the figures) compared to 
martensite (showed with a golden brown colour in the figures). Figure a and b illustrate and compare the chamfer area 
(a) to the flank area (b) for piece 11B. Figure c and d compare two different pieces all together; piece 11B to the left (c) 

and piece 15B to the right (d). 

5.7 Marco etching 

The macro etching was done on test piece 15B in order to look for white layers found in the 

microstructure analysis. However, after an exposure time of two minutes to both of the acid 

solutions, no tempered martensite or white spots could be distinguished with the naked eye. 

The newly etched test piece 15B is shown in Figure 45. 
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Figure 45: Top part of the right tooth flank on test piece 15B (rfr: 225 mm/min, ffr: 160 mm/min, cutting speed: 60 m/s) 

after macro etching. 

As a complement, piece 14C was etched but with an increased exposure time to the acids from 

two to four minutes. Piece 14C was chosen because of its high tensile stresses present 10 μm 

below the surface and because of the high BN intensity closer to the root of the teeth. The result 

is shown in Figure 46 but no grinding burns can be distinguished and the experiment was 

considered unsuccessful. 

 

 
Figure 46: Newly etched flank surfaces for test piece 14C (rfr: 225 mm/min, ffr: 115 mm/min, cutting speed: 70 m/s). 
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6 Analysis and discussion 

In order to find the relations and interplays among the input parameters and the responses, 

the results from the verification methods require to be analysed both individually and 

together. Over all, very few relations can be identified among the results, connecting the trends 

to specific input parameters. However, several factors apart from the ones varied in the 

experimental testing seemed to have significant effects which could be seen in several of the 

verification methods. 

6.1 Barkhausen 

The Barkhausen responses were obtained not only from one discrete value from each piece, 

but from combining points from the whole flank. As described in the results chapter and 

shown in Appendix A, a large variation of appearances between the plots were found. It was 

with uncertainty that the limited number of trends connected to the variated input parameters 

could be identified. A majority of the appearances might instead be explained by factors which 

were meant to be held constant, but probably were not due to natural variation. The possible 

implication of these factors might had become more obvious if all test pieces would have fitted 

into the time span for examination through further analysing methods. However, for the time 

being, only hypotheses could be narrated. 

 

It is clear from a majority of the plots shown in Appendix A and the example illustrated in 

Figure 26, that the flank area closer to the top of the gear wheel generally contains more 

obstacles causing noise than the bottom of the flank. If doing an isolated analysis of BN only, 

one explanation could be the way the cooling fluid is applied during grinding and the 

difference in contribution to a maintaining of temperatures below Tt. When observing the flow 

of the cooling fluid during grinding, it is applied from above the grinding wheel, down into 

the pocket between the grinding wheel and the gear wheel. When the grinding wheel moves 

upwards, the depth of the pocket (and thus the volume of the cooling fluid which fits inside) 

decreases, meaning that the top of the gear wheel is not cooled down as efficiently as the 

bottom. With the entailing difference in temperature, an increase amount of tempered 

martensite could be expected at the top of the gear wheel. According to M. Deveci, the re-

tempered martensite and its properties of lower hardness compared to un-tempered 

martensite would cause a higher intensity of BN to be registered [37]. 

 

Another perspective of the increased noise is thermal conductivity. As described in the 

literature survey, the heat generated from the grinding contact does not only go into the 

cooling fluid but a majority is conducted into the material itself. Because of the increasing 

temperature of the material throughout the grinding interaction, the top part of the gear wheel 

will obtain a higher temperature when grinded compared to the bottom. 

 

A possible way of avoiding such a temperature difference could be to instead initiate the 

grinding at the top of the gear wheel and proceed downwards. That way, the part of the wheel 

with a limited application of cooling fluid is not already heated up through thermal 

conductivity. 
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A majority of the Barkhausen plots also show an increase of BN for trace eight specifically. The 

increased noise could be believed to be confirmed by the hardness measurement trends shown 

in Figure 38 where the hardness decreases around trace eight and therefore be an indication 

of tempered martensite. However, when taking the microstructure analysis into account, it is 

shown in Figure 40 that the tempered martensite and the hardness indentations do barely 

overlap (if at all), meaning that the decreased hardness values at the beginning of the profile 

(top of the gear tooth) which were meant to confirm presence of re-tempered martensite, 

probably has another cause. 

 

A valid explanation could be shown in Figure 44; a significant difference in the amount of 

retained austenite between the top and the root of the flank. The increased amount of austenite 

at the chamfer areas could be explained by the alloying elements influencing the martensitic 

start and finishing temperatures during carburizing which is also described in chapter 2.4.1. 

Because of the larger volume of air surrounding the chamfer compared to the root of the gear 

teeth or the flat flanks, more carbon can diffuse into the gear material and thus decrease the 

martensitic start and finish temperature. 

 

In addition to the zoomed in perspective of the chamfer, Figure 44 also shows the bigger 

picture of the possibility for the amount of retained austenite to differ significantly between 

test pieces as well, even though they all have been carburized in the same batch. A possible 

cause for this could be the order in which the pieces are lowered into the cooling bath. Such a 

difference in oil entering time would cause the oil temperature to be affected by the first pieces 

before they begin to cool down the last pieces. The cooling temperature compared to Mf would 

therefore differ depending on the tray position.  

 

The trend shown throughout the BN measurements regarding the increased noise at the right 

flank could be an influence from the geometry of the gear. F Klocke et al. [38] emphasise in 

their report the importance of an equal number of contact points (which can be seen in Figure 

47) for both left and right flank to avoid an uneven distribution of cutting forces. The increased 

cutting force on one flank as a result of one contact point rather than two, might have an effect 

on both energy distribution and material removal rate, and therefore also contribute to higher 

temperatures and more thermal damages.  

 

 

Figure 47: Illustration used by F. Klocke to give an overview of contact conditions and kinematic settings [38]. 
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If the trend of uneven BN intensity for the different flanks was to come and go with changing 

of grinding wheels, it might be a question of unbalanced grinding wheels. However, since no 

such trends can be seen, the effect is more likely a result of uneven gear geometry from earlier 

machining processes or from the case hardening. A more thorough analysis of the geometry 

before grinding might optimization the grinding conditions to facilitate a more evenly 

distributed heat generation.  

 

The large variation of the right flank results complicates the task of identifying interplays 

connected to the grinding input parameters without any further examination through other 

verification methods. However, the trends of increased noise for higher cutting speed or/and 

higher fine feed rate among the left flanks which are highlighted in Figure 32, could indicate 

an elevated level of friction either from cutting speed or worn grinding wheel. 

 

As mentioned in M. Devecis article about Barkhausen noise properties [37], several properties 

are detected at the same time during a BNA. This means that even though an increased nose 

caused by a decrease of hardness or increase in residual tensile stresses, some of the noise 

might also be cancelled out due to the paramagnetic properties of retained austenite [37]. The 

small marginal of retained austenite in test piece 11B (which was measured to 39% through 

XRD analysis) compared to the maximal recommendation (40%) for samples analysed by 

Barkhausen should therefore be questioned in order to maintain the validity of the BNA. 

6.2 Surface roughness and gear geometry 

As seen in Figure 33, the Ra values falling short of the lower tolerance limit were all limited to 

the small grained grinding wheels, which supports the theory described in chapter 2.12.3 

stating that the finer surface roughness is a result of more, finer scratches made by smaller 

abrasive grains. Depending on the application, the finest surface is not always needed, hence 

the lower tolerance limit. Thus, a rougher grinding wheel might be of more interest in order 

to stay within tolerance ranges. However, if the grinding is followed by for instance shot 

peening, causing the Ra values to increase into desired range, other quality requirements such 

as residual stresses or hardness might be more essential. 

 

Similar to the research made by F. Klocke et al. [38], the feed rate made no significant effect on 

the surface roughness. Only minor influence which could be distinguished in the profile 

deviation. The small effect on the surface quality, might be due to the precision shaped grains 

and the self-sharpening effect described in chapter 2.6 and 2.12.3. The theory is that higher 

cutting forces caused by the increased feed rate, would facilitate the self-sharpening effect and 

thus maintain an unworn grinding wheel surface for longer. With unworn abrasive grits, the 

width of the narrow scratches stay the same. The finer surface roughness as a result of 

increased cutting speed corresponds to the theory as well, due to the decreased ploughing 

height needed when increasing the cutting speed. 

6.3 Residual stresses 

The decreased tensile stress level shown at the surface for a majority of the analysed pieces 

confirms the theory in chapter 2.10 of a mechanical plastic flow at the surface layer during 

grinding. The following increase of tensile stresses at a depth of 10 µm indicates a thermal 
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effect causing the martensite to soften [20] or, in the case of an increased amount of retained 

austenite, a difference in microstructure. However, the trend throughout all XRD-pieces 

showing decreasing tensile stresses with increasing depths, speaks for a decrease in thermal 

influence. The stress results for test piece 11B is the only piece in which the tensile stresses do 

not transition into compressive stresses. A possible explanation could once again be based on 

the higher percentage of retained austenite observer around trace eight, meaning that the less 

compressive stresses were induced into the material during the martensitic transformation as 

described in 2.4.1. 

 

Even though the surface stresses correspond to the BNA, the 10 µm-stresses do not. The 

highest 10 µm-stress could be related to the fact that the highest cutting speed was used, 

inducing more heat. However, the trend does not follow through enough for any conclusions 

to be drawn regarding any of the varied grinding parameters. 

6.4 Hardness test 

Even though the microstructure analysis shows limited or no overlap of the tempered 

martensite and the hardness indentations for test piece 11B, it might still be part of the 

explanation for the decreased hardness based on the difficulty of telling for sure where the 

tempering ends. However the amount of retained austenite observed during the 

microstructure analysis is also believed to have a significant impact both because of the 

difference in percentage compared to test piece 15B and compared to the flank further down 

on the tooth. 

 

Even though a lower load might enable measurements closer to the surface, a certain increase 

in variation should be expected according to research done by G. Vander Voort [39], which is 

also shown in Figure 48. Due to the larger influence of a measurement error for smaller 

indentation diagonals, a larger variation of the results should be expected. The small deviation 

in symmetry (a possible result of a too small distance to the sample edge) for some of the 

indentations could therefore contribute to large variation. 

 

 
Figure 48: Illustration of increased hardness variation with decreased diagonal length. 
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6.5 Etching 

The absence of visible grinding burns causes the etching verification to fail regarding 

confirmation the thermal damage present according to the other verification methods. Neither 

recommended etching time nor a doubled time result in any distinguishable darker areas. 

Based on the microstructure analysis which shows clear areas of tempered martensite, the 

etching as a verification method should therefore be questioned and the etching time for each 

bath should be analysed.   

6.6 If repeated 

If the study was to be repeated, an adjustment would have been done regarding the number 

of factor combinations. A smaller number of test pieces would mean that more or all of them 

could be analysed similarly instead of using a method of filter out the test pieces believed to 

give most information for further analysis. Hence, a better resolution would be obtained 

regarding the results as o whole. A material analysis before initiating the experimental testing 

would also have made a difference regarding interpretation of the results. A batch to batch 

variation analysis would also facilitate the validity for the results to be obtained from later on 

performed optimization.  

7 Conclusion and future work 

Conclusions have been drawn for the analyses, verification methods and grinding parameters. 

Observations in need of future work are highlighted.  

7.1 Retained austenite alters BNA and hardness measurements 

A significant difference in the amount of retained austenite can occur after carburizing and 

cause crucial effects regarding hardness in the material. The difference and high values of 

retained austenite also alters the validity of BNA as a verification method for grinding burns. 

The paramagnetic properties of retained austenite causing a decrease of BN, could be difficult 

to interpret correctly because of the decreased hardness and the corresponding increase of BN. 

 A thorough investigation should be done regarding the influence of tray positioning 

of the pieces on the difference in amount of austenite present in the pieces. 

7.2 Influence of cutting speed 

Increased cutting speed results in a finer surface roughness. 

 An increased cutting speed should not be used for this application and material since 

it would decrease the surface roughness to a level below the tolerance limit. In addition, 

an increased cutting speed indicates an increased BN which should be avoided. 

7.3 Influence of feed rates 

No conclusions can be drawn with certainty due to the large variation of appearances among 

both BNA and XRD plots. 
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7.4 Verification methods 

Verification of grinding burns through macro etching should be questioned based on the 

absence of darkened areas for test pieces burned according to microstructure and residual 

stresses. 

 An additional/another verification method apart from macro etching should be used 

for confirming grinding burns, such as microstructure analysis. 

 

The validity of hardness measurements at a depth of 100 µm as a verification method of 

thermal damage caused by the grinding process should be questioned because of the absence 

of overlap of tempered martensite and indentations. 

 For cases in need for this type of analysis, a lower load should be used and the depth 

at which the measurements are done should not exceed 30 µm. 
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APPENDIX 

Appendix A. Barkhausen 

Appendix A shows the BN as a function of % of the analysed flank length going from the 

bottom of the gear wheel to the top. The appendix is divided into two parts, showing the 

results from the right flank measurements and the left flank measurements separately. For 

each grinding wheel, the results are divided into four blocks based on the rough feed rate. The 

top and bottom two figures illustrate a fine feed rate of 115 mm/min and 160 mm/min 

respectively, meanwhile the left and right side illustrate a cutting speed of 60 m/s and 70 m/s 

respectively. 

 

Figure 49 to Figure 52 show the right flank results of grinding wheel A: 

 
Figure 49: BN results for rough feed rate of 125 mm/min. 

 
Figure 50: BN results for rough feed rate of 160 mm/min 
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Figure 51: BN results for rough feed rate of 190 mm/min. 

 

 
Figure 52: BN results for rough feed rate of 225 mm/min. 
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Figure 53 to Figure 56 show the left flank results of grinding wheel A: 

 

Figure 53: BN results for rough feed rate of 125 mm/min 

 

 
Figure 54: BN results for rough feed rate of 160 mm/min 
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Figure 55: BN results for rough feed rate of 190 mm/min. 

 

 
Figure 56: BN results for rough feed rate of 225 mm/min. 
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Figure 57 to Figure 60 show the right flank result for grinding wheel B: 

 
Figure 57: BN results for rough feed rate of 125 mm/min. 

 

 
Figure 58: BN results for rough feed rate of 160 mm/min 
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Figure 59: BN results for rough feed rate of 190 mm/min 

 

 
Figure 60:BN results for rough feed rate of 225 mm/min. 
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Figure 61 to Figure 64 show the left flank results for grinding wheel B: 

 
Figure 61: BN results for rough feedrate of 125 mm/min. 

 

 
Figure 62: BN results for rough feed rate of 160 mm/min. 
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Figure 63: BN results for rough feed rate of 190 mm/min. 

 

 
Figure 64: BN results for rough feed rate of 225 mm/min. 
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Figure 65 to Figure 68 show the right flank result for grinding wheel C: 

 

 
Figure 65: BN results for rough feed rate of 125 mm/min. 

 

 
Figure 66 : BN results for rough feed rate of 160 mm/min. 
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Figure 67: BN results for rough feed rate of 190 mm/min. 

 

 
Figure 68: BN results for rough feed rate of 225 mm/min. 
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Figure 69 to Figure 72 show the left flank result for grinding wheel C: 

 
Figure 69: BN results for rough feed rate of 125 mm/min. 

 

 
Figure 70: BN results for rough feed rate of 160 mm/min. 
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Figure 71: BN results for rough feed rate of 190 mm/min. 

 

 
Figure 72: BN results for rough feed rate of 225 mm/min. 
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Appendix B. Surface roughness 

Figure 73 to Figure 90 shows the results of the surface measurements; Ra, Rz and RMr as a 

function of rough feed rate used when grinded. Plots to the left and right illustrate the results 

obtained by using a fine feed rate of 115 mm/min and 160 mm/min respectively. 

Figure 73 to Figure 78 (plotted in blue and green) show the Ra results of the right flanks of the 

gear teeth for all three grinding wheels. These are followed by the Rz results plotted in red 

and yellow (Figure 79 to Figure 84) and RMr results in light blue and magenta (Figure 85 to 

Figure 90). 

 

 

 

Figure 73: Ra results for grinding wheel A, right flank. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 74: Ra results for grinding wheel B, right flank. 
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Figure 75: Ra results for grinding wheel C, right flank. 

  

Figure 76: Ra results for grinding wheel A, left flank. 
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Figure 77: Ra results for grinding wheel B, left flank. 

  

Figure 78: Ra results for grinding wheel C, left flank. 
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Figure 79: Rz results for grinding wheel A, right flank. 

  

Figure 80: Rz results for grinding wheel B, right flank. 
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Figure 81: Rz results for grinding wheel C, right flank. 

  

Figure 82: Rz results for grinding wheel A, left flank. 
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Figure 83: Rz results for grinding wheel B, left flank. 

  

Figure 84: Rz results for grinding wheel C, left flank. 
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Figure 85: Relative material ratio for grinding wheel A, right flank. 

  

Figure 86: Relative material ratio for grinding wheel B, right flank. 
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Figure 87: Relative material ratio for grinding wheel C, right flank. 

  

Figure 88: Relative material ratio for grinding wheel A, left flank. 
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Figure 89: Relative material ratio for grinding wheel B, left flank. 

  

Figure 90: Relative material ratio for grinding wheel C, left flank. 
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Appendix C. Residual stresses 

Figure 91 to Figure 95 shows the residual stresses for each test piece analysed by x-ray diffraction, 
ordered according to BN intensity. 

  

 
 

Figure 91: Residual stresses for test piece 11B at a BN of 37.5 mp (trace 
three). 

Figure 92: Residual stresses for test piece 6C at a BN of 44.9 mp. 
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Figure 93: Residual stresses for test piece 14C at a BN of 46 mp. 
Figure 94: Residual stresses for test piece11B at a BN of 50.9 mp (trace 

eight). 

 

 

Figure 95: Residual stresses for test piece 15B at a BN of 54.9 mp. 
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